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L INTRODUCTION

Suppose that U e [R;II! is a bounded open set with boundary au, Denote
hy H(rHf) the set of all functions on nu for which there is a solution of the
classical Dirichlet problem, Thus IE H(aU) provided I has a continuous
extension to the closure D of U which is harmonic on U. It is known that
maUl is a uniformly closed subspace of the Banach space C(eU) of all
continuous functions on DU. In general, however, H(DU) # C«'JU), Thus
given IE C(aU), one may try to find amongst the functions of H(aU) the
best uniform approximation to f The aim of this note is to investigate the
possibility of such an approximation, It turns out that, in a typical case, the
space H( aU) is a pervasive function space, This motivates our investigation
of the question of the best approximation by elements of pervasive spaces,

2, PERVASIVE SPACES AND THE BEST ApPROXIMATION

Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space and C(X) be the sup
norm space of all continuous real valued functions on X. By a function
space (on X) we mean a closed subspace of C(X). For Fe X closed and a
function space L, the symbol L IF denotes the set of all restrictions of the
functions of L to the set F.

A function space L is called pervasive provided the following condition is
satisfied: Whenever F is a nonempty proper closed subset of X, then L IF is
dense in C(F).

The dual space C*(X) of C(X) will be, as usual, identified with the space
of real Borel regular signed measures on X. The (closed) support of a
measure 11 E C*(X) will be denoted by spt /1.
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For a function space L c C( X), L denotes the annihilator of L, i.e., the
subspace of C*( X) consisting of all p such that Jfdp = 0 whenever f E L.

It is shown in [5] that a space L is pervasive if and only if the support of
any nontrivial measure in L - is all X.

Suppose that L is a function space. For fE C(X) denote

Ptu)~crXE L; Ilx-fll = infj ~ hll; hE L; :.

B r = {IE C(X) .L; PtU) *0}.

The space L is said to be

(a) proximinal, if B I = C(X)L.

(b) C'ebysev. if PI U) contains exactly one point for every f E C( X);

(c) very non-proximinal, if L *C(X) and B I = 0;
(d) almost very non-proximinal, if L *C( X) and B t is of the first

category in C( X).

The best approximation in C( X) is studied in detail in [14]; cf.. in par
ticular pp. :\3. 117, 313.

Whenever fE C(X), the symbol Lin(L. f) stands for the linear span of
Lu If}.

Let K I' K. be closed subsets of X. Then K l' K c are said to be
L-separated, if there is a function hE L such that h > 0 on K j and h < 0
on K,.

Denote

Q=:XEC(J'); g(X)c: 1.\;:

and for g E Q put

A . (g) = X I ( ~ I : ). A (X)=g IC-1})·

A function XE C( X) is called a Qt-function. if g E Q and A j (g) and A (X)

are not L-separated.

THEOREM I. Let L be a pervasive function space andfE C(X)\L. Then
fEB t. i/ and onlv i/ there is a Q I.~function g such that f E Lin(L, g).

Proo{: Let fE B t . and hE PLU), By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there
exists pEL I such that II pli = 1 and

J(f-h)dll= Ilf-hli.

Since lif - h = J(f- h) dp = IJ (./- h) dIll :s; JIf- hi dlpl :s; Ilf- hll, we
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have ilI-hll = II-hi Ipl-almost everywhere. The function II--III IS con
tinuous and sptlf1i = spt p = X because L is pervasive. Consequently,

II-hi = III-h!1

everywhere on X. Hence there is g EQ such that

I-h~~ -hl,·g·

Thus IE Lin(L, g) and we arc going to show that A t (g) and A (g) arc
not L-separated. Indeed, the assumption that A '(g) and A (g) arc
L-separated implies the existence of hiE L such that hi> 0 on A+-( g) and
h, <0 on A (g). For a suitable aEIkI we have g-a'h l < L thus

(I-h)/I!I-Ii --a·h, < 1.

Putting h()=h-+-a·'tII hll'h l , we get hoEL and ',IJ-holl < --hi,',. This
is impossible. since hE P In. We conclude that g is a Q[-function.

Conversely suppose that g is a Q[-function such that IE Lin( L. g). Thus
there is C Elkland hE L such that I = h -+- C' g. Clearly, C ef 0 since j' rj: L We
arc going to show that hE p[(I). Assume that there is hi E L ~.ueh that

-hl',I<!.'J-hl',. Then 1!c'g+h-h,'I'I<lc', and for ho=c l(h,-h)EL
we have ,Ig-holl < 1. Then ho>O on A '(g) and ho<O on A (g), which
means that A +(g) and A (g) arc L-separated. This contradicts the
hypothesis that g is a Q! -function. Thus hE P[ en and IE B I .

PROPOSITION I. Suppose that L is a perrasiFe jimet ion space alld
codim L = 1. Then L is either a CehdeF space or a uer)' lIon-pmximina!
space. I( JI E L r0 }, then L is a tehy\:eF space il and only if spt p t n
spl fI = 0· 1( X is connected and L {O} contains a positiFe jill/cfion, Ihen L
is Fer1 /lOn-proximinal.

Pront: Fix Jl ELL such that IlfI = 1 and write K'= spt II , K =

spt Jl . Since L is pervasive, X = K' uK.
If both K + and K are non-empty and g E C(X), g ef 0, then IJ g dpl <

Ilgll. Thus if K+ nK ef0, then IJU--h)dpi<III-hll whenever
IE C( X)\L and hE L. Since dim [1 = 1, we conclude easily that L is very
non-proximinal.

Assume now that K n K = 0 and denote m '= II( K 'I, m =

.- fI(K ). Then m' ? O.!II ? 0 and m' -+- m = I. We may supposc that
III > 0 since otherwise we could consider - JI instead of JI.

Define g = 0 on K t • g = 1 on K . Then g E C( .n, J g dfl = ... til < O.
Thus g rj: Land C(X) = Lin(L, g). Put ho= III on K' and ho= m + on K

Then

Jho dp = III + . m ._. m . m t = O.
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It follows easily that hoELand II g - holl = m . Let hE Land Ilg - hll ::::; m .
Then h::::;m on K+ and h,? I-m =m+ on K . If h(x)<m for some
xEK+ orh(x»m t for some XEK , then

a= f h dfl = Jh dfl + - Jh dfl < m m + - m + m = a.

Consequently, h = m on K+ and h = m + on K ,i.e., h = ho.

One easily verifies that

inf{ Ilg-hll; hE L} = Ifl(g)1 =m

We conclude that g has the unique best approximation ho. HIE C(X)\L,
then f = h \ + cg for suitable h \ ELand c E iR\ {a}. Clearly, f has the unique
best approximation h, + cho. This means that L is a Cebysev subspace.

Let X be connected. Then spt fl + n spt fl = 0 implies that spt fl + = X
or spt jl = X. This is impossible provided L \ {a} contains a positive
function. Consequently, L is then very non-proximinal.

THEOREM 2. c)'uppose that X is metrizable and L is a pervasive function
space such that codim L> I. Then L is almost very non-proximinal. If;
moreover, X is connected and L contains the constant functions, then L is
very non-proximinal.

Prool Notice that II g\ - g211 = 2, whenever g" g2 E Q, g, # g2' Since X
is metrizable, the space C(X) is separable, whence Q is countable. If
gE C(X), then Lin(L, g) is a closed subspace of C(X), since L is a closed
subspace; d. [13, p.87]. Since codim L>I, Lin(L,g)#C(X) and thus
Lin(L, g) is a nowhere dense subset of C(X). By Theorem I,

Blc U{Lin(L, g); g E Q},

hence B L is of the first category and L is almost very non-proximinal.
If X is connected, then Q contains exactly two constant functions. Thus if

L contains constant functions, then, by Theorem 1, B L = 0 and L is very
non-proximinal.

3. WHEN IS H(iJU) A PERVASIVE SPACE?

In what follows the dimension m of iR n
, is supposed to be '? 2. For x E iR m

and r>a denote BAx)= {YEiR m
; Iy-xl ::::;r};), stands for the m-dimen

sional Lebesgue measure and D, is the Dirac measure concentrated at x.
For a compact set Me iR m

, )'IM denotes the restriction of ;, to M.
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As in the introduction, let V be a bounded open set in [Rill, H(aV) be the
space of all functions on av having a continuous extension to 0 which is
harmonic on U. For x E av, £~[' stands for the balayaged measure of ex on
CV = [R1Il\V; see [2, p. 75]. We have £~[! = e\ if and only if x is a regular
boundary point of U. Moreover, f E H(aV) if and only if f E C(aV) and
f(x) = Sfde~u whenever x E av; see [11], cf., also [2, p.99].

The space H(aV) is not pervasive in general. Let e.g. V = VI U V 2 , where
VI' V 2 are nonempty open, 0 1 n O2 = 0 and aVl contains an irregular
point x. Then (considered as a measure on aV) I: \ - £~[!l E H(aV) ~ \ {O}
and spt(e\ - D~UI) c aV I # au.

But even for a domain V, H(aV) need not be pervasive. Take an open
bounded domain V c [Rill with exactly one irregular point x E aV, fix y E V
and put V= V\{y}. Then Jl=ex-£~UEH(aV)~\{O}and y~sptJl.

One may ask whether H(aV) is pervasive, provided V is a domain such
that (~u n W is of positive capacity, provided W is an open set such that
a: n WI' 0. The answer is negative, as shown by the following example
due to Hansen.

Let V be a bounded open set in [R'" having the following properties: V
contains B1(0), is symmetric with respect to the hyperplane M =

: (x I"'" x lll ) E [Rill; x 1= O} and there are exactly two distinct irregular points
x, yEa V symmetrical with respect to M. Put U = V\ (M n B 1(0)). Then
x, y are (symmetrical) irregular points of U. Put Jl = ex - e~[! - (1:, - e~[!).

Then Jl E H(aU)~\{O} and a symmetry argument shows that the measures
<[ and <1 coincide on M n Bl(O). Consequently, Jl E H(aV)~\{O} and
sptp#ou.

In this example, au # aO and we shall show below that, for a domain V
with (~U = aO, the space H(aV) is always pervasive.

(Note in this connection that Hansen constructed (private com
munication) an elliptic harmonic space (see [4]) and a relatively compact
domain U with av = ao such that an analogously defined space H(aV) is
not pervasive. On the other hand this cannot occur in potential theory
associated to a wide class of elliptic partial differential operators; see the
remark below.)

THEOREM 3. Let V E W' be a bounded domain satisfying au = ao. Then
the space H(aV) is pervasive.

Proof Let V = [Hill, if m> 2 and V be a circle containing 0, if m = 2 .
Let G: V x V ---> [0, ex::] be the Green function on V (cf. [2 or 9]). Let
p E H(aV) "- and spt Jl # au. We are going to show that p = O.

Fix a point ZEav and r>O such that BAz)nsptp=0. Since av=ao,
BAz) n (V\0) # 0. Fix x E V\ O. The function y f---+ G(x, y) is harmonic on
a neighbourhood of 0, thus SG(x, y) dJl(Y) = O. In other words, the

640.51'1- -:
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functions Gil +: X 1---+ SG(X, y) dll+(Y), Gil : X 1---+ SG(X, y) dll (y) coincide
on V\ D. Since spt Il n BAz) = 0, the functions Gil + and Gil are
harmonic on Br(z) and coincide, as shown above, on BAz)\D # 0. But
harmonic functions are real analytic (see, e.g. [2, p. 163]), thus we have
Gp+=Gp on B,(:::), thus on B,(:::)nU#0. Since U is connected, the
same analyticity argument shows that Gil + = Gil on U. We conclude that
the two potentials Gp +, Gp coincide on V\.au. Now fix x E au, p > 0 and
put v = A:,c(j Ie B,,(x)' Then Gv is continuous on V (ef. [9, p. 119]) and
harmonic on U. Consequently,

rGv dp ; = JGv £IIi

By symmetry of G we have

JGp I £Iv = JGp d\'.

Since Gp + = Gp on V/U we get

r Gp + di = I' Gil d)"
.., !JIII_\) • 151;1 \ )

But Cip'(x)=lim" >()(/.(B)x)) 1 JIi,'ldGpl £II. and analogously for
Gp (x); cf. [9. p.70]. We conclude that Gil + = Cip everywhere on V.
which yields II ' = P by [9. p. 112]. Thus II = O.

Remark. A similar reasoning can be used to establish an analogous
assertion in the situation that solutions of an elliptic partial differential
equation are considered instead of harmonic functions. The main difference
in the proof is that, in view of non-symmetry of the Green function, one
has to consider potentials corresponding to the adjoint equation. For
relevant results from potential theory suitable for this more general
situation see [I. 10, 12, 14].

4. THE BEST HARMONIC ApPROXIMATION

We shall suppose that U and H(aU) have the same meamng as III

Section 3.

PROPOSITION 2. Let U he a domain and au contain exactly one irregular
point. Then H(aU) is pervasive and the following assertions holds:

H(iJU) is a Cehy.~ev space if and only if au has exactly one isolated point.
H( aU) is very non-proximinal if and only if aU has no isolated points.
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Proot: Note that every isolated point of au is irregular. Let x be the
only irregular point of U. Recall thatfE H(aU) if and only iffE C(aU) and
f(x)= JfdD~u. It is known (see [6, p.lll]) that sptE~u=:JaU\{x}.

Fix 1~)EC(aU)\H(aU) and for fEC(aU) put al=(Jfdf.~u--f(x))/

(J I;) dl:~{ - I~J\:))· Then

Thus f- a, '1;) E H(aU) and codim HUW) = 1.
If flEHU1U)~\{O], then there is k#O such that fl=k·(c;~{-f.J. We

conclude that spt Ii = DU and H(aU) is pervasive.
The assertions follow by Proposition 1.

THEOREM 4. Let U he a domain, au = aD, and au has at least two
irregular points. Then H( aU) is almost very non-proximinal. I{ au is connec
tcd, 1171.'11 H(DU) is 1'1.'1'.1' non-proximinal.

Proo( Let x, y be different irregular points of U. Then I;,~· 1::(,

I:, i:~ ( arc linearly independent clements of H(aU)~. Thus
codim H((~U) > 1. By Theorem 3, H(aU) is a pervasive space. The rest
follows from Theorem 2.

RCll1ark. Other aspects of the best harmonic approximation have been
investigated in [3,7,8].
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